State-of-the-art video
surveillance and
monitoring, loaded
with features and
functionality

about comm-core
Comm-Core is the leading innovator behind Caught
On Cloud™, a State-of-the-Art secure hosted video
surveillance solution based on world leading streaming
and storage technologies. With our landmark Caught
On Cloud™ secure hosted video surveillance solutions,
Comm-Core provides leading edge solutions to
cost-conscious, results-driven, and value-oriented
organizations.

arrived to launch Comm-Core. So, over the last 8 years
we documented every detail and idea leading us to the
much anticipated development and release of CommCore in May of 2015.

advanced surveillance
for businesses
Experience the ultimate in security, quality, and
reliability. Comm-Core Surveillance is a state-of-theart, video surveillance solution built on the world’s best
streaming and storage technologies using the “cloud”.
The result is a leaner, higher quality service that costs
less to operate than competing products and scales
perfectly for any size business.
Meeting Your Demands For Security Surveillance!
When it comes to keeping your business safe and
secure, video surveillance is something to take very
seriously. Unfortunately, there are so many aspects to
consider and options to choose from that it can make the
entire process frustrating. However, we here at CommCore take the confusion out of the decision making
process with our Hosted Video Surveillance Solutions!
We understand that every business is unique and that
each has its own type of security needs. That’s why
we offer a custom tailored solution to fit your business’
exact needs from our wide range of hosted or blended
environment video surveillance solutions.

Comm-Core is a cyber security and network operation
company providing enhanced and secure hosted
video surveillance solutions. With world-wide coverage
Comm-Core delivers reliable, high-quality and
competitively priced security video monitoring and
surveillance services for businesses of all sizes.
At Comm-Core we pride ourselves on providing the

most robust, innovative, and affordable security video
monitoring and surveillance platform available. In fact,
we’re committed to changing the way security video
monitoring and surveillance solutions are deployed
forever!

Introducing The Innovative: Caught On Cloud™
Caught On Cloud™ is Comm-Core’s new state-of-theart secure hosted video surveillance solution that’s built
on the world’s best streaming and storage technologies
using the “cloud”. Caught On Cloud™ gives you the

The idea for Comm-Core was birthed in May of 2007;
however, the internet technology we needed to develop
this envisioned State-of-the-Art platform just wasn’t
available. Fast forward to the highly sophisticated
internet networks available now, and the time had
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ultimate solution in security, scalability, quality and
reliability. Simply take any of our video surveillance
security cameras, place them where needed, and then
connect to our Comm-Core open platform using our
simple instructions. Then you’ll be all set!
Once you’re connected, we take it from there. CommCore Surveillance delivers worldwide coverage with a
solid 99.95% uptime service commitment that ensures
that everything is always up and running smoothly. Not
only do we provide you with high quality and reliable
video surveillance, but we provide a fantastic user
experience as well!
How Can Cloud Based Video Surveillance Help You?

ǀǀ Video surveillance can be a quick deterrent to
stop crime attempts BEFORE they happen

ǀǀ If a crime does occur, it’ll be captured on clear

video and the criminals can be caught
ǀǀ It allows for quality assurance and
efficiency in the workplace
ǀǀ It also helps with employee monitoring and safety
Affordability and Flexibility…At It’s Very Best!
Comm-Core Surveillance is perfect for businesses of all
sizes, big or small, with one location or hundreds. Along
with our exceptional and professional service, we also
offer the most competitive pricing as well. We’re literally
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surveillance features
With the Comm-Core secure hosted video surveillance platform you can
expect ongoing state-of-the-art features and functionality.

Video Storage
With secure cloud storage we can ensure you secure,
fast and cost effective video storage for all your video
monitoring needs.

Camera List
With our Camera List feature, we give you a quick
glance at your camera status, locations and the ability
to quickly edit camera settings.

Motion Detection
Designed specifically to provide you only with the most
important video footage, saving you time and money
from unnecessary video footage and video storage.
Mobile Apps

Now you have unconditional access to your live video
monitoring and secure storage from your mobile
devices. Available on iTunes and Google Play.
Notifications
Get notiﬁed immediately anywhere! Now you have the
option to be notiﬁed via email or text when your CommCore platform is triggered by motion!
Instant Live Video
Built on world leading streaming technology enables
you to easily access your live video from any internet
connected device at any time.

Quick Camera Setup
In less than 2 minutes the Comm-Core quick camera
setup walks you through 3 easy steps to setup and
start using your cameras.

Usage Dashboard
The Comm-Core usage dashboard gives you real time
stats of your live viewing usage and storage usage so
you know where you stand at all times.
No Resolution or FPS Restrictions
Whether its 1 FPS or 30FPS, we don’t care! Unlike
other hosted video surveillance platforms, we let you
choose your quality.
Multiple Location Tool
Have a business that has multiple locations? With
our multi-location tool we allow you to classify what
cameras operate at the locations for easy viewing,
sorting and searching.
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Sensitivity Levels
We offer multiple motion detection sensitivity levels.
This allows you to dictate how sensitive your cameras
are, therefore, saving you storage space and unwanted
notification triggers.
Continuous Recording
With our blended environment solution, we give you the
ability to record 24/7/365 with those speciﬁc cameras
that need to be on all the time.
Scheduling
We give you the ability to schedule when you want your
cameras to start recording. (e.g. Only start recording
after 5pm EST)
Open Platform
Our Comm-Core open platform supports a wide variety of
camera manufactures giving you choices and ﬂexibility.
Video Search
Our video search tool gives you the ability to search
by camera and date range. This allows you to simply
narrow in on the exact video recording you identified in
your search.
Download Recorded Video
On all recorded video you have the ability to
immediately download your video for backup storage
purposes and sharing.
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vendor & product profiles

how it works
With the Comm-Core Secure Hosted Video
Surveillance platform, we use State-of-the-Art
technology to ensure security, scalability, quality, and
reliability. As you can see by the diagram below, it’s all
pretty simple and solid. We give you the ability to take
any H.264 video surveillance camera and connect it to
our Comm-Core open platform.

As long as your camera supports H.264, you can
connect to Comm-Core just by simply knowing a
few things about your camera. You will need the
IP Address of the camera, your username and
password, and the open port on the router. If you
have that information, you will be able to connect your
camera over the internet connection to our CommCore platform that sits on out servers at secure data
centers. From there, we take over to ensure a high
quality user experience.

Introducing Wisenet, the signature brand of Hanwha Techwin that embodies the spirit of building a safe,
secure, and connected world. Established in the surveillance business in 1977, Hanwha Techwin provides
high-resolution cameras, recording devices and enterprise management software. For a complete security
solution including intelligent video analytics, Hanwha offers a full lineup of video surveillance solutions.
Fully TAA compliant
The Wisenet Q series is an
affordable product line offering
simple but essential features ideal
to secure small to medium sized
applications.
Features

ǀǀ 2MP to 4MP resolution
ǀǀ H.265 / H.264 codec
ǀǀ Max. 20fps@4M,
Max. 30fps@2M

ǀǀ LDC (Lens Distortion Correction)
ǀǀ True WDR (120dB)
ǀǀ Motion detection, Defocus
detection, Tampering
ǀǀ Audio-in, Alarm-in/out support
ǀǀ Edge storage (micro SD/
SDHC/SDXC 128GB, NAS)
ǀǀ PoE / DC dual power
ǀǀ IP66/IK10 (Outdoor cameras)
ǀǀ Compact design
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Wisenet X series premium line of
network cameras feature Hanwha’s
self-developed proprietary Wisenet
5 chipset. This line of cameras and
NVRs are ideal for virtually any
security and surveillance application.
Features
ǀǀ 5MP@30 fps, 2MP@60 fps
ǀǀ WDR - 150dB @ 2MP
/ 120dB @ 5MP

ǀǀ Low light noise reduction

technology
ǀǀ USB port
ǀǀ Dual SD card slot
ǀǀ Sound classification
ǀǀ Enhanced Video Analytics
ǀǀ Fog Detection
ǀǀ PTZ Hand-over
ǀǀ Highlight Compensation (HLC)
ǀǀ High Power IR LEDs
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The Wisenet P Series features
12MP resolution, H.265 codec,
WiseStream technology, PTZ handover and advanced video analytics,
making it the ideal solution for retail,
transportation, banking, corporate
facilities and education.
Features
ǀǀ Max. 12MP resolution

ǀǀ Triple Codec H.265/H.264/

MJPEG
ǀǀ Max. 20fps@12MP, Max.
30fps @ 4K (Bullet, Dome)
ǀǀ Max 20fps @12MP, Max
25fps @ 9MP (4k Fisheye)
ǀǀ True WDR (120dB)
ǀǀ Defog, motion detection,
defocus detection, tampering
ǀǀ Video analytics (enter/exit,
appear/disappear, virtual line)
ǀǀ PTZ hand-over feature

Corporate HQ:
3820 S. Dixie Hwy.
Lima, OH 45806

Support Center:
1605 Indian Wood Cir.
Maumee, OH 43537

1.877.645.5156
www.comm-core.com

